Recommends Using Bermuda in Preference to Bent, Rye on Florida Greens

By FRED BROWN

Pro-Supt., Bartow (Fla.) Air Base

As I see it, supts. who work in warm regions, such as in Florida, ask for trouble in overseeding greens. In the fall, for example, when overseeded, greens are either taken out of play or are in such poor condition they shouldn’t be used. In the spring the same poor condition exists during the transition period while rye or bent is bowling out.

Bermuda, our basic grass for greens, should be in a growing stage in the spring, but if it has been overseeded it has old, dead turf to contend with. The result is that it becomes permeated with thatch, and thatch, in turn, becomes a nesting place for insects and fungi. Then, it delays detection of trouble and if the greens finally are treated to rid them of disease or fungi, thatch retards penetration of the soil by chemicals and fertilizers that are intended to remedy them. It’s a vicious circle — at its worst.

Some supts., of course, claim they can use LIQUID LUSTRE GOLF BALL WASH in your ball washers. I Another fine VDBA Product.

POWDER SPRAY
Shoe Deodorizer and Sanitizer

KEEP IT HANDY IN THE LOCKER ROOM FOR BETTER GOLF SHOE CARE

AERO-SAN does 3 jobs . . . it quickly disinfects, deodorizes and cools all types of shoes, providing soothing, cooling comfort to tired aching feet. It contains Hexachlorophene and Dichlorophene, proven bacteria-killers and deodorants. Use the large 16 oz. spray can in the locker room and sell the handy 6 oz. personal size. Golfers will like carrying AERO-SAN in their golf bag to use while on the course for extra foot comfort.

Order from your dealer or write direct for information and prices.

DBA PRODUCTS CO., INC.
DEERFIELD, ILLINOIS

"Floats" along with easy one-finger pull.

Hammock type seat also serves as shoulder carry strap.

NEW "WOODSNEST"
In 2 Models — "SHORT" for heads only — "LONG" with tubes to protect shafts and grips. WOODSNEST "nest"s your clubs in softly lined pockets. Offers better protection — no fussing with individual head covers. Club heads and their numbers in full view, for instant selection. No covers to lose. No strings to tangle. Cover-up when not used. Quality, long-lasting, nylon sewing. Keeps your clubs looking like new.

CART-BAG

Combining Bag — Cart — Seat and Club Protection — in one unit . . . CART-BAG is the smartest, lightest, easiest-pulling outfit in golfing history, and the most popular!

Here’s why . . . CART-BAG carries 14 or more clubs with heads down. "Floats" along in a near-horizontal position with weight carried low. No handle kick or jerk, no club rattle. No appreciable effort — just an easy "one finger" pull.

Beautifully modern, too, with chrome plated tubular steel chassis, colorful lifetime vinyl leatherette bag. Easiest to choose, remove and replace clubs. Storage pockets for jackets, balls, tees. Folds quickly to 10” wide for locker or rack storage.

Write now for CART-BAG’S 17 big features and free trial offer.

BIG VALUE $29.95
3 Models and up (No Bag to Buy!)

SIT-N-REST GOLF BAG CO.
2410 W. Clybourn Street
MILWAUKEE 3, WIS.
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BENT GRASS STOLON

for the grass you love to putt...

KENT HOLLOW FARMS

R.F.D. NEW PRESTON, CONN.
PHONE: MILFORD ELgin 4-6046

COMPLETE GOLF COURSE CONSTRUCTION
- Turf Agronomist—R. L. Elder
- Design and Engineering: E. B. Ault
- Design & Const. by contract
- COMPLETE AGRONOMIC AND CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS
  Design and Construction for Renovation of Existing Golf Courses
  Thomas E. Carroll and Son INC.
15710 Cotetville Rd., Silver Spring, Md. • EV. 4-1515

R. A. DUMAS COMPANY, INC.
WAREHOUSE POINT, CONNECTICUT
Golf Course
IRRIGATION CONSULTANTS
Distributors of:
  Johns-Manville Transite
  Buckner Valves and Sprinklers
  Ames Portable Aluminum Pipe
  Midland, Myers & Marlow Pumps
  AVSCO Automatic Systems
  EV. 3-3529, 3-0368

get rid of thatch by verti-cutting, but my reply to this is: “Why go to the added trouble and expense of growing thatch-producing bent or rye in the first place?”

Two Strains Recommended

In the Florida area there are at least two strains of Bermuda that will hold up through the year, retaining excellent color and providing superior putting surfaces. They compare favorably with bent in color, texture, putting qualities, and probably most important, cost of maintenance.

These strains are Everglades No. 1 and Tifton 328.

They hold up exceptionally well through the year with little more than mowing and verti-cutting being needed. Supts. will have to change their fertilization and topdressing practices to keep them in top condition but, generally, they require only about 50 per cent as much maintenance as overseeded grasses. If they lose their color at any time it takes only a spell of warm weather to restore it.

To do away with overseeding and switch completely to either Everglades or 328, I suggest that you plant 8,000 or 10,000 sq. ft. of either of these grasses in your nursery. Next year you can use the

Arlington C-1 and Congressional C-19 from the lush Litchfield Hills

Vigorous selected stolons, grown and nurtured under the most careful supervision. These stolons are of the finest quality, developed under the direction of the nation’s leading turf agronomist. For uniformity, smoothness, easy maintenance, they are, without doubt, the finest stolons you can obtain. Write, phone, or visit us for details.

Sold in Stolon, mixed or pure strain.
The ONLY Spreader Guaranteed to do ALL these Jobs!
- Perfect DISTRIBUTION of all fertilizers and seeds.
- ACCURATELY spreads high-analysis fertilizers from 50 lbs. per acre and up.
- MIXES, SPREADS all materials regardless of condition—WITHOUT CLOGGING.
- SOWS GRASSES at seeding rates adjustable in ranges of 5 pounds or less.
- Many courses using EZEE-FLOW spreaders for top dressing greens.

Model 88 Olympia—96” coverage, 1600 lb. cap. grass seeder attach. avail.
Model EW-55 Olympia—54” coverage, up to 500 lbs. capacity.
WRITE TODAY for FREE catalog information and name of nearest distributor.

EZEE FLOW . . . /Fourn Distribution Corporation
Dept. G-3, 3428 N. Harlem Avenue, Chicago 34, Illinois

nursery stock for resodding greens and to increase the size of the nursery. In two year’s time there will be enough stock to stolonize 18 greens or nine tees and nine greens and replant the nursery so that your full 18 tees and greens can be finished the third year. There may even be enough stolons left at this time to start on fairways. The cost of getting your nursery started, by the way, is very small.

Watson, Wilson Collaborate on GCSA Conference Summary

J. R. Watson of Toro Mfg. Co., Minneapolis, and Charles G. Wilson, Milwaukee Sewerage Commission, collaborated on “Highlights of the Educational Conference,” which summarized speeches given at the GCSA’s 30th annual turf show. The booklet runs to 22 pages and gives a quite complete condensation of what was said by about 50 speakers and panelists at the conference.

In the introduction to the booklet, Henson E. Maples, who was chmn. of the Educational Committee, points out that only 10 years ago, 400 persons attended the turf conference. This year’s attendance was well over 1,700.
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